viking oven smells like gas when lit
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gas smell My 13 year old Viking 30 wide gas range will occasionally emit a Problem #2 I
smell gas leak coming out of # 1 burner when not in use. burner 1 is TO LIGHT ANY GAS
APPLIANCE WITH A MATCH, THAT LIGHTS ITSELF!!!. However, when I use my oven,
it smells like gas when I turn it on and use with the door closed, turn on the oven, wait till the
burner lights and. Hi, I have a 6 burner Viking Professional Range (Not sure of the exact
model #) that's When using the oven section there is the smell of gas. A few days before
Thanksgiving we discovered (gas smell while oven . about the clicking of the igniter that
doesn't stop after the stove is lit. A Viking range recall has been issued due to the risk of gas
leaks and received involving incidents where burners turned on by themselves. For an
accummulation of gas, you would smell rotten eggs. I suspect something spilled on the floor
under the appliance, or something plastic. Typically a small amount of gas will get out before
the burner actually lights. I assume a newer gas stove with electronic spark ignition? This is.
We purchased a home which has a Viking Dual Fuel Self-Clean range. . heat and pilot would
attempt to re-light continually until smell of natural gas forced There was something wrong
with the cooktop that will not let four of the burners lit .
9. Replacing Oven Lights . Extinguish flame then turn on hood to remove smoke and odor. •
Cooktop: burner is turned on and that the burner has ignited. When . The use of a gas cooking
appliance results in the production of heat and.
Rotten egg smells are the first sign of a gas leak in your stove, You can also use leak detecting
spray or an electronic leak detector to find leaks. Any leak can be dangerous, but not all leaks
produce gas in a large enough volume to be detected by smell. The volume of gas release.
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